Environment & Sustainability
Challenges
ES1 - Research an organisation that is helping to keep Aotearoa ‘clean & green”. Ensure that your research answers the
questions who, what when, where, how, why. Design a presentation to share this information with your family, teacher & others.

ES2 - Become responsible for sorting and taking out the waste at home for at least one term. Find out how the WCC wants you
to sort your rubbish and encourage Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.

ES3 - Conserve Energy & Power! Go an entire week after school without using anything that requires power. Go outside and
play!

ES4 - Find a family member or friend who is passionate about gardening. Help them tend to their garden at least six times over
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the course of the year.

ES5 - Design your own Environmental & Sustainability related challenge.
ES6 - Create a worm farm at home. There are a lot of books on the subject. Read about how to make a worm farm and then
work with an adult at home to make one. You could investigate using tyres, buckets or an old bath! Take photos to document your
work.
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ES7 - Attend the Wellington Regional Restoration Day or any of the Lower Hutt region tree planting days.
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ES8 - Build and plant a homemade herb garden for your family. Take care of the herbs so that they can be used in many
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delicious meals. Keep a diary of your efforts.

ES9 - Plant at least three vegetables from seedlings and care for them over the space of two terms. Finish this task by cooking
them in a delicious dinner for your family.

ES10 - Calculate the impact of not recycling at school for a week or analyse the amount of rubbish we create as a school. You
could focus on paper waste, food scraps or landfill rubbish. Present your findings in a graph with recommendations on how to
reduce our waste.
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